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Introduction

The world of work in the 21st century continues to change in ways that demand new perspectives and concepts to understand and explain the reconfiguring of employment relations and careers across the life course. Capital mobility, technological change, developments in business strategy and the dominance of neo-liberalism in policy-making over the last half century, alongside new and established forms of precarious work have altered jobs, occupations, industries, and economies. In addition, gender, age and generational shifts in the labour force, as well as changing dynamics of care, have altered what people need and expect from their work experience over the life course.

Despite debates generated by the rise of the gig, platform or sharing economy and the demise of traditional employment-based relationships, employment within organisations remains the dominant experience for the vast majority of workers. In many advanced economies including Australia, Germany, Japan, the UK, USA and Canada the proportion of those in employment (as opposed to being self-employed) has risen over the past few decades and as of 2016 was within the range of 70 to 75 percent (OECD 2017). Organisation-based employment remains very important and it is within this context that we situate our research agenda of ‘flexible careers’.

Given these patterns of change and continuity, it is timely to revisit and more fully develop the concept of flexible careers, also articulated by others (Moen and Sweet, 2004; Tomlinson, 2004). In our analysis, we pay specific attention to the altered structural conditions and temporal dimensions of work as well as more firmly establish the role of multiple actors in career theory and research. Recent career concepts, notably the boundaryless and protean career concepts, focus on independent and free career agents. In contrast, we contribute to career theory and research by identifying a range of actors and institutions with the capacity to shape career experiences and trajectories over the life course.
Many important contributions of late focus on the precarious characteristics of flexible jobs (Kalleberg, 2011). In contrast, our attention is directed towards the conditions, including the institutional arrangements and the organisational policies and practices that can support individuals to construct flexible and more sustainable careers across the life course. In this introductory article and in the contributions that follow, we address these issues and ask: What are flexible careers? Who are the (multiple) actors determining flexible careers? How do institutions and organisational settings impact upon and shape the career decisions and agency of individuals across the life course? While employment relations and organisational theory scholars have examined questions of individual agency and environmental context for some time, connecting a life course dimension with the concept of career has often been absent. In this special issue, we integrate a focus on institutional, organisational, and individual-agentic dimensions and offer a framework for researching flexible careers across the life course.

In Figure 1, we illustrate the framework that guides our examination of flexible careers in this article. The key outcome we seek to explain is a ‘flexible career’. A flexible career is one that meets the individual’s needs and preferences for flexibility and sustainability as life circumstances change, and is influenced by the institutional environment, organisational factors as well as individual career decisions.

![Figure 1: Determinants of a Flexible Career](image.png)

Our framework developed in response to the literature on careers, which focuses on the decisions and motivations of career actors. We argue that this literature is highly individualised and overly agentic in its approach to studying careers. We highlight two factors lacking in recent career literature. First, we argue that more emphasis needs to...
be placed on the roles of multiple actors and stakeholders in the process of shaping and defining careers. Various actors – including governments, regulatory bodies, employers, employer associations, employees and their representatives – shape institutional environments and the organisational contexts in which individuals make career decisions. Organisational policies and practices, nested within institutional environments, affect the extent to which individuals can achieve flexible careers. Second, we recognize that gender and other social categories such as ethnicity and socio-economic status and occupational identities shape the decisions of career actors. Our framework emphasises that achieving a flexible career emerges through the interaction of an individual’s career decisions with organisational factors and institutional environments across the life course.

We advocate taking a life course approach to analysing flexible careers. The thick arrow at the bottom of Figure 1 depicts the life course stages and key working-life transitions. Moving left to right along the arrow depicts the passage of time through the life course. Within the arrow, we indicate key stages and transitions individuals experience throughout their life span. The transition from school to work, family and care transitions, notably starting a family, experiencing employment risks and opportunities, ongoing education and training, and retirement are key stages. We stagger and overlap these experiences to emphasize that these stages and transitions do not necessarily happen sequentially or in the same order for individuals across social groups, notably by gender. The transition from school to work typically begins a career and retirement ends it, but much happens in between. Certainly employment brings with it risks, such as periods of unemployment, as well as opportunities for promotion, new skills training, and new career paths. In addition, to depicting these life course stages and transitions, we emphasize later in the paper that the life course is not merely an individual moving through a series of uniform transitions and stages. Rather, it is a social experience where individuals are linked to others through social ties. Further, a life course approach acknowledges the experiences of groups of individuals, thus explicitly recognizing that gender, age, socio-economic status or ethnicity, for example, are important and that these groups interact with institutional and organisational settings.

The box above the arrow show how individual career decisions are influenced by the work practices they experience within organisations. In addition, organisational policies and practices are nested within a broader institutional environment, which also influences the types of organisational policies and practices and individual career decisions. A large body of research recognizes the importance of institutions in shaping experiences of work. Experiences of employment and careers take place within an environmental context of laws, rights, responsibilities and norms. Multiple actors operate within this environment crafting public policies and representing employer and worker interests. Key institutions at the national level such as education and training systems, welfare support for working families, retirement systems, regulations governing working-time practices and worker voice have a strong influence on individuals’ career options, the flexibility within which one can move through the labour market, and the sustainability of one’s career.

In addition, it is well established that the institutional environment, government regulations, collective bargaining, and employer action can influence policies and practices at the organisational level, where individuals work. Organisational policies and practices, such as flexible work arrangements, are often also shaped by the
decisions and behaviors of key agents in the workplace. The structure of these organisational practices, and the extent to which they provide options and control to a select or a broad group of workers, is critical in determining whether these practices have a positive or negative effect on careers. Norms about who should have access to flexible working arrangements, and in what circumstances, can extend or limit flexibility to groups and individuals. Managerial behavior is an important organisational factor affecting the extent to which individuals have the capacity to meet their career needs and preferences. The role of supervisors as gatekeepers restricting access to flexible work arrangements or imposing penalties on workers for accessing specific practices must be taken into account in studies of career flexibility. As a whole, the organisational level is at the nexus of the employment relationship where workers experience and, sometimes, negotiate their working conditions, their schedules, and the degree of flexibility in their jobs. It is a key site of action and also a contextual factor in constructing or inhibiting flexible careers.

The three boxes span the length of the life-course arrow to indicate that individuals are making career choices within this nested structure at each stage and transition in the life course. This framework, therefore, provides a guide to researchers as to the key variables affecting flexible careers and demonstrates the importance of analysing the effects of these variables at different stages and transitions in the life course. For example, educational institutions may be particularly important in shaping career decisions early in the life course during the transition from school to work, but have less influence later in the life course toward retirement. Along the same lines, organisational policies and practices are likely to have a strong effect on a flexible career when forming a family or dealing with employment risks and opportunities. The rest of the article discusses the elements of our framework in more detail beginning with a critique of the career literature.

**Contemporary career concepts**

Careers were traditionally articulated as a set or series of work experiences with a linear, steady, upward trajectory often within a fixed organisational setting. Advancement, security and stability were key features of an organisational career. Careers were, and remain, gendered in a masculine form. Those committed to career advancement were expected to conform to an uninterrupted work-career involving long and sometimes unpredictable hours of work (Kanter, 1977; Acker, 1991). While many feminists and gender theorists challenged and problematised this notion of careers, many of these characteristics associated with career-focused individuals remain pervasive.

Since the 1990s new ways of theorising careers emerged driven by changes in workforce demographics, in the employment relationship, psychological contract and structure of organisational hierarchies. Contemporary theories propose innovative ways of articulating the ‘new realities’ of careers. In a recent review, Gubler et al (2014) note that in the past 15 years or so, career scholars have offered over a dozen new career concepts. Only two, they argue, have really gained traction: the boundaryless and protean career concepts. While they are certainly widely used, we argue that neither concepts, nor current alternatives, adequately situate individual career agents within a context of multiple actors, varied opportunity structures shaped by socio-economic forces, most notably institutional environments and organisational settings.
The notion of a boundaryless career is central to new understandings of contemporary careers (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996; Arthur et al., 2005; Sullivan and Arthur, 2006). The boundaryless career places emphasis on change in both the psychological contract and organisational forms and hierarchies which are more permeable, facilitating greater opportunity for employees to craft careers through inter-organisational mobility. Together these changes result in both employees and employers understanding that their employment relationship is temporary, that employees may seek opportunities for growth beyond their current organisation, seeking independence from, rather than dependence on, traditional modes of career advancement (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996). Accompanying this shift in logic are the emphases placed on self-fulfillment, independence through extra-organisational career support, subjective notions of career success and a landscape to accommodate greater adaptability through flatter, less hierarchical, organisational forms (Arthur et al., 2005). Only fleetingly are structural constraints acknowledged, then largely disregarded (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996).

The robustness of evidence of boundarylessness and inter-organisational mobility has been challenged empirically (Rodriguez and Guest, 2010). Furthermore, we argue that little attention is given to how individuals, who vary in terms of their social characteristics and privilege, fare in terms of their ability to achieve a boundaryless career. While Sullivan and Arthur (2006) note that some individuals have greater ‘career competencies’ than others, this still falls short of acknowledging that social and economic forces and institutions shape the career capacities and mobility of individuals.

While the boundaryless career centres on mobility, both in physical and psychological form (Sullivan and Arthur, 2006), the protean career hinges on motivation, in particular, motivation to achieve subjectively-defined career success. The protean career, first outlined by Hall (1976) depicts a career that is subject to frequent change through self-invention, and one that is characterised by autonomy, proactivity and self-direction. It is thought to be highly relevant in a volatile global economy and fits well with the emphasis on proactive and personal control over career development and employability (DiRenzo et al., 2015).

Two ‘meta-competencies’ are emphasised in the protean career: identity and adaptability. At the turn of the 21st Century, Hall claims the protean career has ‘emerged fully blown’ (2002: 5). While authors acknowledging similarities between the protean and boundaryless career concepts (Briscoe, 2006), Hall (2002) emphasises subtle but significant differences between the two, stating that the protean career does not deny the existence of boundaries but rather argues that boundaries such as organisational forms and levels, projects, functions and locations, have become more permeable. Transitions across boundaries have become more accepted and frequent. Boundary changes rather than boundarylessness is central to this analysis.

The protean career places emphasis on both career as a process and the subjective definition of career success and satisfaction, arguably more so than the boundaryless career construct. In doing so there is potential for analyses that focus on greater “concern for seeking a sense of personal meaning and purpose in one’s work” (Hall 2002: 6) and in doing so can better connect to issues of gender, life course and work-life integration (DiRenzo et al., 2015). While having greater potential to integrate context and transitions across boundaries, problems remain with the protean construct.
As Hall explains (2002), the career metaphor is taken from the name of the Greek god Proteus, who could change form or shape at will. Such a metaphor does not, however, do justice to the dynamics of agency and structure across the life course.

Mainiero and Sullivan (2005) and others (Sabelis and Schilling, 2013) extend the vocabulary of new career concepts through critique of the boundaryless career. They argue that for those researching gendered careers, and in particular the sideways movements, discontinuities and interruptions women face in their careers due to caring, parenting and discriminatory tendencies of employers, means that the boundaryless metaphor is unsatisfactory both conceptually and empirically. Mainiero and Sullivan propose an alternative metaphor, that of the kaleidoscope career, in which women reject “the concept of a linear career progression, preferring instead to create non-traditional, self-crafted careers that suit their objectives, needs and life criteria” (2005: 109).

Moreover, Mainiero and Sullivan (2005: 111) emphasise a strong relational dimension of women’s careers, which are “part of a larger and intricate web of interconnected issues, people and aspects” (also see McDonald, this volume). The authors use the Kaleidoscope metaphor to invoke images of new arrangements, rotating patterns and priorities as parts of their lives change shape and evolve: “one part moves, other parts change” (Mainiero and Sullivan, 2005: 112:).

While it is very useful to think of careers as relational, a key concern remains that the lack of acknowledgement of how institutional environments shape and structure career formation over the life course. While the notion of employers having discriminatory tendencies is acknowledged and more so in recent work by Sabelis and Schilling (2013), who speak of frayed careers, little is said about the broader contexts in which careers are experienced. A similar critique has been made of boundary management theories by Piszczek and Berg (2014) who argue that regulative institutions have not been sufficiently accounted for in the use of boundary theory to understand work-life integration. We extend this type of critique to the study of careers, and in doing so propose greater clarity on what is meant by flexible careers.

The Importance of Institutions

Scholars studying work and employment have long recognized the importance of institutions and the environmental context in shaping employees’ work experience (Budd, 2004; Dunlop, 1993; Hall & Soskice, 2001). “Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction. In consequence they structure incentives in human exchange, whether political, social, or economic” (North, 1990:3). Work-related institutions are devised and sustained by multiple actors that include government, employers, individual workers and their representatives. The interaction among these actors creates an environmental context of laws, rights and norms that shape career experiences over the life-course and provide opportunities and constraints to organisational policies and practices.

The institutional environment is most often conceptualized at the national or macro level. Countries are typically classified into various groups, which have differential institutional effects on employment outcomes (Anxo, Bosch, & Rubery, 2010; Berg,
Bosch, & Charest, 2014; Esping-Andersen, 1990; Hall & Soskice, 2001). What constitutes the institutional environment related to work or careers can be quite broad. Budd (2004: 50-57) maintains that a variety of environmental factors shape the interaction of employees and employers to produce outcomes including wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment. These include employment and labour laws, the economic and political environments that shape the power relations between employers and employees, the social environment that contributes to social identification and workplace policies, systems of corporate governance, and the role of community groups and worker representatives.

For our purposes, we focus on five key aspects of the institutional environmental that directly affect the ability of individuals to construct and adapt their career experiences to their needs and preferences over the life course, namely education and training systems, worker voice, working time and leave regulations, welfare supports for parents and carers, and retirement systems.

Flexible education and training systems are key factors that affect the ability of workers to obtain initial skills at the beginning of their working life and obtain new skills necessary to change their career paths over time. Differences exist in education and training institutions across countries. More liberal economies offer school-based systems with public and for-profit education options. Certification and the quality of education varies widely across these options (Bailey & Berg, 2010). School-based systems are often weakly connected to the labour market and job experience plays a prominent role in shaping the career trajectories of professionals and non-professionals. Germany, in contrast, has a highly developed post-secondary school and apprenticeship system that cuts across a wide variety of occupations. Its certifications through these institutions are tightly connected with the labor market. The apprenticeship system in particular combines experience with certification, which lowers the likelihood of becoming unemployed upon completion, but can also result in less flexibility to change over the life course given the importance of certification (Bosch & Charest, 2010). Education and training systems differ across countries, but the extent to which they effectively transition people into the labor market and mitigate employment risks later in life should be taken into account when assessing and analysing flexible careers.

Worker voice addresses the question of the extent to which institutions provide opportunities for workers to have a say in how their jobs are organised and conducted. Participating in and influencing work decisions can affect flexible careers throughout the life course by creating worker-favorable conditions that support adaptability to changing life circumstances. Budd (2004: 23) defines voice as the ability to have meaningful input into decisions. Institutions that support meaningful worker voice provide the ability to influence general working conditions, such as pay, hours of work, and schedules. It is upon these general working conditions that career trajectories exist and move. These conditions form the floor for transitions across the labor market.

Institutional environments that support strong trade unions or works councils encourage forms of collective voice. This form of worker voice gives employees more power and more effective say and leverage over working conditions. Thus, institutions that support collective worker voice increase the likelihood that workers can negotiate terms in their favor, such as predictable schedules, overtime penalty rates, and/or employment security.
Collective rights associated with worker voice are usually established through legal regulations and norms that define the employment relations and voice systems. The depth and breadth of collective worker voice varies widely across countries (Katz & Darbishire, 2000). More liberal market economies such as the United States put more emphasis on individual rights whereas coordinated market economies such as Germany emphasize collective forms of voice through labor unions, works councils, and codetermination rights within governance structures (Hall & Soskice, 2001). Some systems operate more as a ‘hybrid’ between collective systems and processes and individual rights, increasingly the case in Australia (Cooper, 2010). Worker involvement and input into corporate governance is another form of collective voice. Institutional environments that support stakeholder participation in corporate governance give workers another means to obtain information about and participate in company strategic decisions. Individual voice also can be provided through laws or norms that grant individuals rights at the workplace, such as the right to request a flexible schedule, a phased retirement scheme, or to participate in workplace decisions for example in relation to rostering arrangements. With respect to careers, institutional environments that provide workers with more voice (both collective and individual) increase the probability that workers will be able to build their career experiences and transitions on working conditions that meet their needs and preferences over the life-course.

Working time and leave regulations affect the ability of workers to shape the duration and timing of work to fit their needs and preferences at various life stages. For example, working time regulations include standard hours of work, the extent of paid parental leave, annual leave, the right to request a flexible schedule, and access to and use of various flexible work arrangements. Some of these regulations may be particularly important when building a family, caring for others, or nearing retirement. An important aspect of working time regulations is the extent to which employees have control over their working time. Berg, Bosch, and Charest (2014) discuss three different national institutional configurations that shape control over working time: unilateral, negotiated, and mandated. In the unilateral configuration, the employer implements working time practices to fit its interests where the work schedule, the duration of work, and the length of leaves is set by the employer. The unilateral configuration is characterized by high diversity of working time practices and exclusivity where only a small and varying share of the workforce are able to exert control over their working time.

The negotiated configuration is characterized by negotiation between the employer and worker representatives. Working time practices in the negotiated configuration manifest the compromise of employer and employee interests achieved through bargaining and are most likely found in institutional environments that support collective bargaining. In addition, working time practices in the negotiated configuration are more likely to be standardized across the economy with differences between industries depending on the level of bargaining present in the country. In the mandated configuration, the state plays a strong role in shaping a variety of working time practices for employers and employees as well as general employment regulations. The state dictates particular working time practices such that autonomous collective bargaining institutions are weakly developed because of low union membership density. Because of the dominance by the state, working time practices in the mandated
configuration tend to be more stable and uniform across the economy. Who has control over working time practices depends on the mandates from the state.

The institutional differences associated with these configurations influence employee control over working time in different ways. Within the unilateral configuration, employees with high skills in high demand are likely to enjoy more control over their working time throughout part or most of their careers. Lower skilled employees, in contrast, are likely to experience much less control over the scheduling their work hours (Lambert, 2010). In contrast, the negotiated and mandated configurations are more likely to provide a broader portion of the labor force with control over their working time, giving people an important resource to use throughout various stages of the life course.

Generosity of welfare support for parents and carers also varies cross-nationally and shape the capacity for women and men to work and forge careers across the life course (Anxo, 2017). The sustainability of careers is influenced by how governments facilitate transitions between different critical life points, notably those connected to parenthood, but also as families and households reconfigure for other reasons including responsibilities for elder-care. Maternity, paternity and parental leave and pay and the way governments support men, women, families and households with the costs of child and elder care, informs individuals’ sense of entitlement to support (Lewis and Smithson, 2001). Government or public policy provision for parents and carers also inform career plans of men and women individually and at the household level, shaping experiences of careers at the organisational level and the extent to which careers are viewed as sustainable at different points across the life course (Moen and Sweet, 2004).

Retirement systems have an important effect on the career decisions near the end of one’s working life. Typically, older workers face the decision of whether to continue working or exit the labor force as they approach retirement age. Increased longevity and ageing workforces across the developed economies have put pressure on retirement systems to raise retirement age eligibility and extend working life. The decision to keep working or to retire earlier is ultimately an individual decision that is influenced by one’s health, wealth, family demands, as well as rules and incentives of the retirement system. For example, rules requiring mandatory retirement effectively limit the ability of retirees to work. China’s current mandatory retirement ages are gender based: 50 for women and 60 for men in labor intensive occupations (Haacke, 2015). Other aspects of retirement systems such as incentives for phased retirement provide options for workers to continue working at fewer hours and still receive part of their retirement benefits. A number of European countries provide such an option for workers (Eurofound, 2014).

As indicated in our framework, we strongly encourage researchers to incorporate institutional effects into their analyses of flexible careers at various stages throughout the life course. Whereas we maintain the five institutional aspects we discuss above are critical in influencing flexible careers, we encourage the exploration of other institutional factors than those we have emphasized above.

**Organisational-level policy and practice**

A growing body of research confirms that organisational policies, practices and culture have a powerful influence on the ability of employees to access the flexibly they need
in their careers. In the interests of understanding how flexible careers are generated, we focus on the connections of organisations with institutional environments and the agency of individuals. Organisations are nested within an institutional context and this has a potent impact on the behaviors and priorities of organisational actors and, in turn, on the capacity of the individual to develop a flexible and sustainable career that meets their needs and preferences over their life course. Employing organisations, and the ways in which they interact with the flexible career, are both porous and generative. That is, rather than being impervious to external forces, they are a key site where broader rules and norms in relation to flexibility are brought to life, mediated and enacted.

In studies of the enablers and inhibitors of flexibly, two critical themes – organisational policy and managerial agency – emerge. Organisational policy in relation to flexible working has been the subject of increasing research scrutiny in many national contexts. Numerous academic and leading practitioner studies of the incidence of policies to allow employees to put in place changes in hours, schedules and the place of work abound, and increasingly these studies show a growth in the adoption of such policies (eg Catalyst, 2013, DCA, 2013). Organisational policies are important for framing who can (and cannot) access flexibility, the types of flexible working arrangements available to employees and the circumstances in which employees can (and cannot) access these options (see Kossek and Thompson, 2016). These organisational policies reflect and incorporate broader societal norms about ideal workers and ideal careers which are gendered (Acker, 1990) and, rather than challenging gendered assumptions, serve to entrench and reproduce them. We see this for example in the occupational downgrading of mothers with young children when they take up flexible working arrangements or part-time hours (Tomlinson et al., 2009) while for men and fathers issues may be connected to perceived legitimacy to use and limited access to flexible working arrangements (Harrington at al., 2016).

The interactions of flexible working arrangements with other human resources policies, for example in relation to pay, performance management and promotion, can either align to build access to flexibility or create tensions, undermining access (Cooper and Baird, 2015; Ryan and Kossek, 2008). Sometimes the design of organisational flexible working policies mean that they are open to work group interpretation, thus limiting access to flexibility in practice (Blair-Loy and Wharton, 2002).

The accessibility and practice of flexible working arrangements is shaped by managerial agency. Managers can impact the ways in which flexibility is practiced, the ways in which employees who work flexibly are managed and rewarded, and can shape the way flexible workers are perceived by their colleagues (McCarthy et al., 2010). It seems that this is critical even in circumstances where well-developed organisational policies and robust institutional regulations are in place (Kossek et al., 2016). Kelly and Kalev (2006) argue that rather than deviating from the intention of policy that, often, policies are designed to establish and entrench managerial prerogative. They characterise the policy outcome as ‘formalised discretion’ for managers, leaving flexible work arrangements to be dealt with as ‘negotiated perks available to valued workers if and when managers choose to allow them’ (2006; 379).

Flexible working has emerged as a key theme in employment relations and human resource management scholarship in the past decade (Bessa and Tomlinson, 2017),
however, we argue that studies suffer from two important limitations. First, there is a tendency to concentrate on the use of single items of flexible working practice at a particular career stage rather than taking a life course perspective and second, the ways in which scholars have sought to understand how flexible working is accessed and used in the workplace is somewhat divorced from analysis beyond the workplace, notably the wider institutional and cultural context.

Recent scholarship on flexible working arrangements has given us insights into how employees and organisations establish various flexible working arrangements and how they are used. This includes studies of part time working and job sharing, flexible scheduling and remote working (Bailey and Kurland, 2002; Maxwell et al., 2007; Chung and van der Horst, this issue; Gascoigne and Kelliher, this issue). We also have a growing understanding of both the positive outcomes as well as the barriers and traps faced by flexible workers in relation to career advancement, access to meaningful work and penalties in earnings (Coltrane et al. 2013). However, to date, there has been a tendency to investigate the implementation and impact of single flexible working ‘items’ and sometimes bundles of practice in isolation and at key moments, rather than to take a more holistic approach to the suite of flexible working arrangements that exist and attempting to understand how they are put to use across working lives. Ultimately this limits the our understanding of how flexible working interacts with individual needs and preferences as they change across the life course as well as our understanding of the ways in which it can more sustainably meet individual preferences and needs.

A second key limitation relates to the tendency to investigate workplace flexibility in a way that is divorced from the broader macro/institutional setting in which it is nested. A narrative which privileges the workplace, and foregrounds key actors within it, without attempting to understanding of the interactions and interconnections of workplace phenomenon with broader institutional and cultural contexts restricts our understanding of the ways in which flexible careers might develop. Critically it means that we miss what Susan Lewis called the ‘conditions under which broader culture change may be achieved’ (1997, p 13).

Organisational policies, practices and culture frame and shape the ability of employees to access the flexibility they need. However, we argue that organisational-level activity cannot be understood in isolation and, as such, we offer a model which connects the organisation to broader institutions and social forces. We also need a better conceptualization of how flexibility might be adopted and made sustainable across careers and the life course.

Applying the Life Course

Through our framework we argue that a life course approach provides the underpinning mechanism to integrate individual agency with macro/institutional influences and micro/organisational policies and practices. A life course approach explicitly recognizes that individuals exist in categories or classes (determined for example by occupation, gender, age or nationality), and that access to institutional or organisational support will affect their capacity to act and make decisions at key transition points in life. In this way the traditional linear career, which as discussed earlier is strongly associated with the male breadwinner model, is quickly exposed as not being applicable
to or attainable by all groups. Furthermore, when these groups are studied separately, the parallel running of careers with other responsibilities (for example, studying and work; motherhood and work; elder care and work) and interruptions in careers (caused by migration, care work, illness or economic crisis) are much more evident. The need to link career experience and flexibility with institutional and organisational policies and practices also becomes much more pronounced (Moen and Sweet, 2004; Erikson et al 2010; Jung, this volume).

The life course literature stems from early work in sociology and social psychology (Elder Jr et al., 2004) which developed to understand the effect of major social events such as the Great Depression and immigration on people’s lives. Elder argues the concept of the life course ‘provides a framework for studying phenomena at the nexus of social pathways, developmental trajectories, and social change.’ (Elder, Jr et al, 2004: 10). Mortimer and Shanahan (2004, xi) define the life course as ‘the age graded, socially embedded sequence of roles that connect the phases of life.’ Importantly, while Elder and colleagues identify the principle of agency, they do not apply this in isolation of context (historical and social) and relations (networks and interdependencies). Thus key concepts associated with life course theory are social pathways, ‘linked lives’, trajectories, transitions, and turning points. Each of these concepts highlight the dynamic and interrelated reality of people’s lives and events, an analytical approach similar to that taken by McDonald, this volume.

The origins and rise to prominence of the life course paradigm lies partly in the well-documented societal changes starting in the 1960s and partly in the methodological advances which allowed the collection of large surveys and longitudinal data, tracing individuals’ life experiences and allowing population level analyses. Initially there was considerable interest in life course studies of children, youth and criminals, with the application to working life only coming later, largely with the advent of women’s increased workforce participation and the rise of the work-life dilemma.

Moving from the sociology and social psychology fields to the domain of work, Moen and Sweet (2004: 17) argue that

‘The life course intersects with studies of work and organizational policy around the concept of ‘career.’ … What a life course perspective brings to both research and policy agendas is recognition of the fact that, as currently configured, occupational career building and family career building occur simultaneously, even though they are often studied and legislated about, separately.’

Moen and Sweet note that the market plays the primary role in framing the life course in the USA, whereas in Europe the state plays the major role. Turning to the role of the state, Anxo, Bosh and Rubery (2010) use the life course to assess the impact of different European welfare and work regimes on the equity and social inclusion of different groups defined by class, gender, age and generation.

Anxo et al (2010:5) distinguish five transitions in working life which are both individually and socially constructed: school to work-career; from home to independent living; family formation/parenthood; employment risks in prime age; and retirement.

Despite the surge in interest in life course approaches to understanding career trajectories, there is still much less on the intersection of age and gender. Age is often used as a proxy for career stages, and while age may have been applied adequately to men’s careers given they tend to experience more linear career paths, age is not a good
proxy for women’s work or career experiences, and women’s career stages do not necessarily map to same ages as men’s.

Following women’s increased labour market engagement from the 1970s, interest in work and family interactions grew and different theories developed to explain the connection or disconnection between the two. Developmental theory (as per Levinson, in Chi-Ching, 1995) adopted a dynamic, life-stages approach that recognised the relationship between work and family changed over time, that career salience was different for men and women and developed in opposite directions. For instance, Levinson and others argued that men’s career orientation was greatest around the ages 30-40, whereas women’s family orientation was higher then, and career salience occurred after early parenting, in the 40-50 age period.

In a study of Singaporean women, Chi-Ching (1995) found these patterns were not so clear for all classes of women and contrary to developmental theory, women in non-career jobs did not increase their attachment to career, but maintained an attachment to family. The relevance of this and the Erikson study to our understanding of flexible careers in the 21st century, is to recognise the need to be open to greater variety and less assumed homogeneity in career orientation among men and women over the life course. As women are increasing their educational attainment and qualifications, they are also increasingly entering the labour market earlier, having babies later and fewer of them, and returning to work earlier, albeit often with career penalties as a consequence of returning to lower status jobs or part-time working patterns. There is considerable empirical evidence for the changing participation rates of women in all developed economies supporting the notion of a ‘new life cycle’ for women (Goldin and Mitchell, 2017), but the question of how women’s careers are affected rather than their participation rates per se needs much closer examination.

In summary, while the ‘life-course’ term is well known there are surprisingly few studies that genuinely and systematically apply the life course approach to careers and flexibility. While there is not full agreement on what the stages are in the life course, life course approaches do recognise the interplay of structure and agency. Studies such as Anxo et al’s link institutional arrangements (welfare states) to labour market outcomes and while this allows for a focus on policy settings and comparative analyses between countries it does not incorporate, as our framework does, an organisational or workplace level analysis, arguably the site where individual’s careers and lives really play out.

**Contributions in this volume and concluding remarks**

The aim of this introductory article is to argue for and outline a multi-level approach to the study of flexible careers which integrates institutional and organisational dynamics within a framework that emphasizes a range of career actors across the life course. We have argued above that analysis of each of the four dimensions (institutions, organisations, individual career actors and the life course) is required to more comprehensively understand the dynamics of flexible careers, but little research yet takes this holistic approach.

This special issue aims to begin to bridge this gap and the contributions selected for this Special Issue each take a multi-level approach, illustrating the importance of
different dimensions and levels of analysis. Table 1 outlines key findings against the different levels of analysis in our framework.

**Table 1. Contributions in the Special Issue on Flexible Careers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional environments</strong></td>
<td>Chung &amp; van der Horst – frames British panel research with reference to welfare regimes and working-time regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gascoigne &amp; Kelliher – explores how institutional contexts of UK and Netherlands working time regulations, coupled with organisational policies, shapes individuals negotiation of reduced workload and time i-deals (or idiosyncratic deals).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organisational settings: actors, policy and practice</strong></td>
<td>Chung and van der Horst – uses border and boundary management theories to examine whether flexible working arrangements at the organisational level, specifically connected to the location (telework) and scheduling of work (flexi-time) can help women sustain employment and working hours following maternity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gascoigne &amp; Kelliher – argues that two forms of organisational structural constraint prevent reduced workload and time i-deals being effective: a) routine expectation of unpredictability and b) absence of substitutability and collaboration in resource planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jung &amp; Takeuchi – explores how organisational supports and developmental HR policies and practices co-shape individuals’ career self-management strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McDonald – emphasises that workplaces and industrial sectors afford both structural constraints and opportunities which shape career goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Individuals, identity & career actors | Gascoigne & Kelliher – identifies a fourth dimension in individuals’ crafting of i-deals, extending Rosseau’s three stage process  
Jung & Takeuchi – focuses on how individuals, as career agents, shape their career success, but critically in the context of organisational supports - integrating a managerial perspective to which interacts with the individual-agent driven process of career development  
McDonald – demonstrates that anticipated career trajectories are shaped gender relations and identity, education and social class. |
| Life course dynamics | Chung & van der Horst – finds that women who have access to flexi-time are less likely to substantially reduce their hours after maternity, which is a critical life course stage for women in terms of their employment participation and career sustainability  
Jung & Takeuchi – explores how individuals’ career satisfaction varies at young, mid and later life course stages, interacting with organisational supports and developmental HR practices.  
McDonald – argues that relational, structural and temporal dynamics across the life course shape career intentions and ambitions |

While they do not all explicitly engage with each of our four dimensions, these articles are illustrative of a multi-level approach and identify a range of relational career actors and stakeholders in the construction of flexible careers. They also each draw on institutional environments or organisational dynamics to frame their analysis. The contributions to this special issue, taken together, provide emphasis on and firmly locate the importance of a multi-level approach and a life course perspective to advancing research on flexible careers. The conditions under which careers can meet employees’ expectations and needs for flexibility across the life course is an critical line of enquiry in labour market analysis, and research on the future of work and employment relations.

We encourage researchers to use our framework to examine, incorporate and account for the influence of institutions and organisational policies and practices on individual
career decisions through various stages of the life course. In particular, we encourage studies within and across countries that can demonstrate the differing effects of institutions at different stages of the life course. Moreover, it would be instructive to learn what organisational policies and practices work best in meeting the needs and preferences of individuals in different occupations at different stages of the life course. We urge researchers to take up this challenge to develop the field both conceptually and empirically to further enhance our understanding of flexible careers.
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